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Abstract. A method of decreasing the number of requests to a human
labeler, required for annotation of a large text corpus, is proposed. We
use an active learning strategy based on subdivision of labeling process
into iterative steps, starting from some initial training set and using
SVM classification results to select a set of objects to be labeled by an
expert and added to the training set on the next step. Such procedure
can significantly reduce time an amount of objects needed for classifier
training without loss of recognition accuracy.
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Introduction

We address an issue of an efficient use of time of human reviewers that are often
employed to review and categorize electronic texts to create training sets for the
Supervised and Semi-supervised learning methods. Applications of such methods
aim to use the training data to develop an automated classifiers capable of
annotating arbitrarily large data sets. However, the construction of such classifier
is constrained by the time and cost required to review and categorize sufficiently
large training set by human reviewers. The research problem addressed here
stems from the trade off between the need to develop a large enough training set
required for an accurate classifier and the need to control the costs of creating
such training set which limits the number of documents that can be reviewed by
humans.
We consider a method of choosing text objects to be reviewed by the human
reviewer from the pool of available data in a way that accelerates the learning
process. The proposed method belongs to the group of online recognition methods, and is based on the analysis of the interclass border areas of the general
assembly. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the method in comparison with other methods of Active Learning in spite of its relative simplicity.
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Related Work

All Machine learning approaches can be divided into two large groups, namely
online [24] and offline [3] methods, by the method they use to obtain and process
training data.
In case of offline approaches, it is assumed that the whole training set is available for analysis and remains unchanged during the functioning of a recognition
system, while in online systems a new labeled objects or even a sets of labeled
objects, unavailable at the initial training stage, become available.
If the data, used for training, is no longer available or limited and can not be
effectively used, when all the information about this part of data is represented
only through a decisive rule. Machine learning approaches, which deal with such
situation are referred to as Incremental Learning [1,11], or, like in the early
Soviet works, Recurrent Learning. Sometimes Incremental Learning is used as a
synonym to Online Learning.
Reinforcement Learning [29] is an area of machine learning in which the
considered system or agent trains in the process of interaction with some environment. Reinforcement signals are formed by the reaction of the environment
to accepted decisions but not the special reinforcement control system like in the
case of supervised learning. Therefore reinforcement learning is a particular case
of supervised learning, but the environment itself or its model plays the role of
a teacher. It is also necessary to take into account that some reinforcement rules
are based on implicit teachers, for example, in the case of an artificial neural
network, on the simultaneous activity of formal neurons, so that they can be
attributed to unsupervised learning [13].
A situation, similar to online recognition, can occur when the training set
is so large that the available computational tools do not allow to process it
entirely. Such a situation was typical for the initial stages of the development
of the theory of machine learning, when computing resources were extremely
limited. Now this problem again comes to the fore in relation with the increased
amount of available data produced by the informational systems and gives rise
to a new area of research known as ”Big Data”.
Some pattern recognition tasks have a specificity, that makes it possible to
separate them into a class of problems with semi-labeled sample set (Semisupervised Learning) [23,35,36], when the features of other objects but not classification labels is known in additional to the training set. However, the presence
of such objects gives the necessary information about the population. This additional information can be used to accelerate the training process or to increase
accuracy. The tasks, when we can request a class label for some objects from
the teacher, originate an important subclass of such problems. Object selection
strategies with the correspondent methods of correction of decision rules form
the Active Learning subclass of pattern recognition problems [26].
If there are data about an object’s class received from several experts, or the
accuracy of the teacher can be questioned and has some degree of reliability,
when the further synthesis of active learning methods, called Proactive Learning
can be maid [10].

A comprehensive survey, devoted to the problems of informational retrieval
on the text data, ways of arrangement of the experiments and evaluation of
their results can be found in the article [25]. Problems of generalization ability
improvement and active learning tasks are considered in [26,27,21,17].
This paper is attributed to a known pool-based learning problem [2] of labeling objects from some subset in general assembly, and further model retraining
to improve its generalization ability on that population.
A technique of queries the objects about which it is least certain how to
label for further expert annotation (uncertainty sampling) is described in [9] and,
in application to support vector machines, the object selection from interclass
margin in [31]. The common characteristic feature of such techniques consists in
using some classification uncertainty measure so that the borderline objects are
the most preferable for disclosure by an expert [31]. For example, when using a
probabilistic model for binary classification, uncertainty sampling simply queries
the instance whose posterior probability of being positive is nearest 0.5. For linear
classifiers (like linear SVM) such objects are those that are close to the margin
between classes.
The set of hypotheses consistent with the current labeled training set is called
the version space (VS) [16]. The generalization error of most possible classifiers
of the population in the VS (named by authors - egalitarian generalisation error
bound) is controlled by the size of the VS relative to the size of the hypothesis
space [5]. Learner that chooses successive queries that halves the version spaces is
the learner that minimizes the maximum expected size of the version space (p.51
in [31]). If the object is placed near the hyperplane the rate of dimensionality
reduction approaching two in accordance with the distance from this object to
the hyperplane and does not depends from real class label. This rule holds true
if the training set can be linearly separated (though this requirement is not
considered too strict by the author (p.49 in [31]).
We propose to use the distance from an object to support vectors as well
as the distance to the hyperplane for object selection, as the compactness and
symmetry assumptions is often not satisfied in practice [5] and the separating
hyperplane could not intersect version space at all (p.52 in [31]). The trivial
argument for such an object selection is the necessity to reduce the number of
manually labeled duplicate texts.
According with [31] active learning means the directed strategy of choosing
objects from general assembly for labeling. Good strategy allows to minimize
number of queries to human labelers.
Several methods for choosing objects for class membership opening have
investigated in [18,20]. Comparison of generalization performance increasing
speedup for these two techniques were published in[15]. In [30] the demo program
have introduced for active learning algorithm based on Naive Bayes classifier,
generalization performance increasing speedup and users survey.
In [28] expert provides explanations and produces labeling of domain featured
fragments of texts. Based on these fragments of interests and some other specify
fragments which oppose the whole document label authors introduce method of

Learning with Explanations. In [34] the problem of active learning for networked
data, where samples are connected with links and their labels are correlated
with each other have studied. Authors particularly focus on the setting of using
the probabilistic graphical model to simulate the networked data, due to its
effectiveness in capturing the dependency between labels of linked samples. Twostage active learning technique for multi-label problem were suggested in [8] and
summarize principles from [7]. In first stage an effective multi-label classification
model by combining label ranking with threshold learning, which is incrementally
trained to avoid retraining from scratch after every query was introduced. Then
based on this model, authors propose to exploit both uncertainty and diversity
in the instance space as well as the label space, and actively query the instancelabel pairs which can improve the classification model most.
It is noticed from [31] that there is no any reason to prefer for labeling one of
the classes. So, we base our strategy on principle of equal significance for label
opening for class of interest and other.
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Active Learning Algorithm based on Support Vectors
Relative Positioning

We are using the principle of uncertainty sampling and analysis of borderline
objects. Corrections of decision rule implemented via opening labels for objects
which are close to decision boundary. It is well-known fact that support vectors
in Vapniks SVM [32] uniquely define the so called separated hyperplane. The
score function (according to sign) for any unlabeled test object (document, text)
will be more reliable to class membership. The our idea of suggested algorithm
is to take for testing by human labeler just such documents which are close to
the decision boundary and at the same time are far from set of support objects.
So the formal algorithm is follows:
1. At the first step the optimal separating hyperplane is built for initial training set and the subset of support objects is fixed. Initial training set can
be obtained via review of documents sampled randomly from the complete
population.
2. For all unlabeled objects take into account just those H which is closest to
hyperplane.
3. From H for labeling it is necessary to select N objects ωi ∈ H under
con
dition Li > Lj , i = 1, .., N, j > N , where Lj = min d(ωj , ωkSV ) - is the
SV
ωk

distance from object ωj ∈ H to the set of support objects ωkSV .
The distance is a regular Euclidean distance in corresponding feature space.
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Experimental Study. The Procedure

It is clear that computational costs for each iteration of such experiment are
considerable and rise the problem of time sharing between computer (decision

Table 1. Data set characteristics

rule correction) and human labeler (reading documents and take a decision about
categorization). Moreover the portion of texts presented for one iteration should
be large enough to be representative but not too large to give the expert an a
reasonable opportunity to read and consider each document before labeling. For
our experiments we have chosen 20 documents for labeling which is consistent
with discussions published in (p.49 in [19]). For the experimental study we used
labeled data set (general assembly imitation) which was divided on three parts:
initial training (start) set, selection set and verificatory set. These three
sets are defined randomly at the beginning of each experiment in proportion
of 5%, 45% and 50% accordingly. For all competitor methods the start and
verificatory sets were fixed and isolated from selection set. So, we provide the
objective monitoring of decision rule quality and generalization performance
increasing speedup while transpose 20 objects from selection set into training
set according to active learning strategy.
In the case when our algorithm does not take 20 objects (N < 20, underrun
of objects in the ωj ∈ H) we take missing objects by random choice.
We use two-class SVM with linear kernel as routine classifier. The value of
parameter C was equal to 100000. The feature space were formed with frequency
properties of text documents using TF*IDF technique [22], the number of features were limited by 15 000 of most high rate in a corpus.
The core of our algorithm has the same essence as [14] but we have no idea to
try to find the representative examples. From our point of view it is not possible.
Moreover we apply our method to the task of text classification not for the well
known databases.
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Experimental Study. Results

Two corpuses of texts were used for experimental study: Enron with categories
[12], BBC news [4]. Statistics for these datasets are presented in in Table 1.
The quality of active learning strategy were evaluated by common indices:
average values of precision, recall, F1 [6] for multiple splitting data on training
initial training set, selection set and verificatory set. For the most of published
results number of splitting was equal to 100. So the total computation costs were
near two months of Intel Core i5 4*4GHz 4GB.

Table 2. Quality inprovment

The formal quality estimation for the three stages of each experiment - reading of expert (automatic opening of labels and moving objects into the training
set) for 100, 200 and 300 documents from selective part (see Table 2). The charts
(Figures 1 and 2) demonstrated the increasing of average quality for two methods
- our (the blue line) and random choice of 20 objects (red line).

Fig. 1. Comparing curves of quality on the test set for BBC dataset. Average quality
(F1) growth throw steps of algorithm by 20 documents. The blue line - our method,
red one - random choice.

For the comparative estimation of quality improving of our method we use
as competitor the algorithm of multi-class classification with active learning [8].
Results are published for Enron corpus, see figure 1 from named above paper.
Note, that decision of the classifier assumed to be correct when it matches the
decision of at least one expert. Due to another rising of task (multi-class classification) in the Active learning based on Uncertainty and Diversity for Incremental
multi-label learning , AUDI [8] parameter micro F1 [33] is used.
Results are presented in the Table 3. It is obvious that algorithms show
comparable growth of quality.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 2. Comparing curves of quality on the test set for Enron dataset. Average quality
(F1) growth throw steps of algorithm by 20 documents. The blue line - our method,
red one - random choice.

Table 3. Results in comparing with AUDI method
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Discussions and Conclusion

Experimental study demonstrates that suggested technique of active learning
despite of its simplicity shows good results and can be used in industrial tasks.
The quality improvement in comparing with random selection of objects on the
BBC corpus was 23% and for different subsets of Enron database the was 3,4%.
Reaching of the same quality in the test set our algorithm request in average
586 documents less than random choice for BBC corpus and 163 documents
for Enron corpus. For our opinion the BBC corpus (news texts) used in a lot
of investigations are not typical for industrial tasks, so the real improving of
recognition quality will be closer to results on Enron with categories. Experimental study reveals the number of problems which will be interesting for future
investigations:
1. which active learning algorithm appropriate to particular feature space;
2. how to use a priori information about non-labeled set in active learning;
3. what is the criterion that labeling process have reached quality saturation.
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